Ceiling Hoist Fixing for block and beam

Proposed install into block and beam (unistrut over)
M10 threaded rod trough block, unistrut laid onto beams If screed or underfloor eating doesnt allow, unistrut can be fixed under block

Unitstrut channel - 40x40 slotted heavy duty hung underneath beams
Raw plug and screw
Beam

M10 threaded rod into ceiling hoist bracket, secured with sprung locking system trough unistrut

Finished ceiling
Ceiling Hoist Fixing into underside of block ans beam
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Proposed install into block and beam (unistrut under)
If no official sign off to drill HKD anchors into underside of beams then unistrut will need to mount on top of beams, with M10 threaded rod hanging all the way trough blocks.